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Swiss wheel brand SPENGLE want to meet
you at Eurobike and talk carbon
SPENGLE makes gorgeous carbon wheels, they will be going to Eurobike this year
and would love to talk to you about helping you grow your business. They’re
looking for partners to sell their wheels, that c an be as retailers offline/online,
distribution, or as part of their OEM program. Interested in talking to any of the
guys at SPENGLE?
Book a meeting with Pius Brauchart, the CEO of SPENGLE, he would like to talk about
carbon and collaborations. He’s also interested in discussing OEM and bikes in general, with
a full development pipeline and new innovative designs available, Pius is the person to talk to
if you want to add something unique to your product offering.
Talk to Martin if you want to dive deep into the tech side of carbon. He’s the most technical
guy of the four and is always happy to talk carbon. He heads-up the marketing function of the
business and will have a flight case with prototypes to pique your interest.
Are you a retailer or distributor? Then you should definitely talk to Lukas, the business
development manager at SPENGLE. Also great for talking about OEM and collaborations, he
is ready to take your orders.

If you’ve seen the wheels, but you haven’t tried them out yet, Simply book in for a test ride,
SPENGLE will have gravel and MTB test bikes available, and we’ll get you on a bike riding
those tri-blade carbon monocoque wheels in no-time.
Click on the names of the people you're interesting in meeting and pick a date during Eurobike
from 4 till 7 of September. Fill in the details and we're looking forward to talking to you at
Eurobike this year!

New Collections by SPENGLE & 700c preview version at Eurobike
SPENGLE is delighted to announce that the Swiss wheel brand will bring their spectacular
range of coloured wheels ‘Collections by SPENGLE’ to Eurobike 2019. Also joining the launch
there are the first tangible versions of their exciting new 700c wheels. After the success of the
650b wheels and ever-growing demand, SPENGLE has almost finished developing the new
wheel and will bring 3D-printed preview models to this year's show. More info on the
Collections by SPENGLE here.

About Spengle
Established in Switzerland in the 1980s, their technology has come a long way: the SPENGLE
Carbon Monocoque wheel has been continuously refined to reinvent modern bicycle-wheel
construction. 32 steel spokes have been the norm since the beginning. The big advantage of
carbon, however, is that you can have a virtually unlimited amount of spokes in the form of
carbon fibres in the blades. This maintains the wheels’ form and redistributes impact force for a
smoother ride.
Check out their website for more info here
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